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Rather than split into small interest groups, the decision was made to stay as one large 
group this year.  Next year look at the possibility of dividing between public and 
academic libraries into separate sessions that are offered at different times so people can 
attend either or both as desired. 
 
Training: University of Nebraska/Lincoln was given an award for training.  No one in 
attendance had used it or was familiar with it.  CSDirect has training tutorials and 
sessions. 
 
Holds:  holds that are placed remotely seem unable to specify closest or most convenient 
location for pickup.  The system always looks to the home library, but ‘regional holds’ is 
a bug fix that is being worked on now.  The regional holds software might also allow 
sites to specify if the requested item is available at the patron’s specified pick up location, 
then always page that item.   This would be much more efficient than delivering one from 
across town when the item is sitting on the shelf at the patron’s local library. 
 
Beta test sites:  III first uses the library that has requested the enhancement, or brought 
the problem to the attention of III, and then III looks to other library sites to provide 
variety for testing.  It was suggested that III could advertise beta test opportunities. 
 
Patron placed holds: One site discussed problems they were having identifying what was 
on hold.  It appeared this site should investigate automatic request processing.  There was 
a general discussion about the differences between paging available items and placing 
patrons on a waiting list.  Call the Help Desk if you wish to turn on automatic request 
processing and get ready to fill out some worksheets.   
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Could Millennium Check-in display the item title?:  It’s a possible enhancement but not 
in the works now.  This would allow you to catch cataloging mistakes.   
 
Transfer missing holds:  Look at ‘display and transfer hold’.  Paging slip must be printed 
and then the program moves the hold to the next library with an available copy.  You 
could also use the transfer hold button in MilCirc. 
 
Paging lists vs. pages:  volumes do not show, only barcode. (Applause in recognition that 
this is a major problem!)  III says ‘yes’ they can help with this, they are working to fix 
this bug.  
 
Fines/cash register:  III is looking at e-commerce but right now the cost of e-transfer is 
more than the amount usually being collected.  III does want a more modern, less 
cumbersome method of collecting but it is still in the formative stages.  Look at Bursar 
In/Bursar Out.  Regarding cash registers tied directly to the terminal (like at major chain 
restaurants and fast food places), Innovative understands the concept but it would require 
a lot of work.  This should be an enhancement request. 
 
Purchase alert:  Acquisition is automatically alerted when multiple copies of frequently 
requested items falls below a specified level.  Can this feature be library specific and not 
system wide?  Secondly could a canned report be made available where you could 
generate a listing of titles with more than “x” number of holds?  One site at the New 
Users Circulation forum said their director was always interested in what was currently 
on hold. 
 
Item types:  One site was contemplating adding multiple short term item types to one 
loan rule and wanted feedback on whether or not this was a good idea.   They were 
advised to create a new loan rule as opposed to tinkering with an existing one and apply 
new loan rule to items checked out after they implement. 
 
Transfer items in MilCirc off-line:  Off-line circ could not do it without helpdesk.  The 
manual is incomplete and needs to be updated with clearer instructions.  The problem 
was that some of the process has to be completed using the text based system and the 
manual did not highlight this.  There was also a bug that has since been fixed where the 
upload button won’t work if the file is too big.  It is still a 2-part process performed in 
text-based circ.  Look for step-by-step procedures to be posted shortly to the INNOPAC 
Circ list by Ohio State. 
 
Inventory control: use Percon unit and go to the session on how to do an inventory in a 
public library. 
 
Hold Notice/Pick up date: may not work anymore with MilCirc.  Notices indicate the 
actual date now based on the loan rules. 
 
Bursar:  When a lost and paid item comes back and you have already debited the student 
could there be a better way to handle the refund.  Can we have a credit on the III student 



account?  Which basically is a negative balance.  It would be nice to have pop-up 
window when a ‘lost and paid’ item is checked in.  Once an item is paid it comes off 
patron record so there is no way to track if a refund in needed or owed.   
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